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Abstract

Self-report and device-based measures of physical activity (PA) both have unique strengths

and limitations; combining these measures should provide complementary and comprehen-

sive insights to PA behaviours. Therefore, we aim to 1) identify PA clusters and clusters of

change in PA based on self-reported daily activities and 2) assess differences in device-

based PA between clusters in a lifestyle intervention, the PREVIEW diabetes prevention

study. In total, 232 participants with overweight and prediabetes (147 women; 55.9 ± 9.5yrs;

BMI�25 kg�m-2; impaired fasting glucose and/or impaired glucose tolerance) were clus-

tered using a partitioning around medoids algorithm based on self-reported daily activities

before a lifestyle intervention and their changes after 6 and 12 months. Device-assessed PA

levels (PAL), sedentary time (SED), light PA (LPA), and moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA)
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were assessed using ActiSleep+ accelerometers and compared between clusters using

(multivariate) analyses of covariance. At baseline, the self-reported “walking and house-

work” cluster had significantly higher PAL, MVPA and LPA, and less SED than the “inactive”

cluster. LPA was higher only among the “cycling” cluster. There was no difference in the

device-based measures between the “social-sports” and “inactive” clusters. Looking at the

changes after 6 months, the “increased walking” cluster showed the greatest increase in

PAL while the “increased cycling” cluster accumulated the highest amount of LPA. The

“increased housework” and “increased supervised sports” reported least favourable

changes in device-based PA. After 12 months, there was only minor change in activities

between the “increased walking and cycling”, “no change” and “increased supervised

sports” clusters, with no significant differences in device-based measures. Combining self-

report and device-based measures provides better insights into the behaviours that change

during an intervention. Walking and cycling may be suitable activities to increase PA in

adults with prediabetes.

Introduction

The health benefits of physical activity (PA) are well documented [1]. While research has pre-

dominately focussed on the benefits of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA), more

recent research has shown that light physical activity (LPA) is also associated with lower mor-

bidity and mortality [2, 3], whilst sedentary time (SED) has negative associations with health

outcomes [4, 5]. Unfortunately, the measurement of PA in free-living conditions remains a

challenge, not least because PA is a complex, multi-dimensional construct: as described by Pig-

gin [6], “physical activity involves people moving, acting and performing within culturally spe-

cific spaces and contexts, and influenced by a unique array of interests, emotions, ideas,

instructions and relationships”. This definition highlights that PA is not only defined by its

duration, intensity or associated energy expenditure but is also characterised by its pattern,

type, domain (e.g., occupational, transport, leisure) and by intra-day variations, in addition to

values and social factors [7]. Currently, there is no “gold standard” for measuring the spectrum

of movement behaviours, which encompasses SED, LPA and MVPA, as no method can accu-

rately encompass all aspects of PA behaviour [8, 9]. Nonetheless, device-based and self-

reported PA measures are most commonly used to assess PA in free-living conditions [10].

Accelerometers are the most widely used device-based assessment of PA, especially when

assessing the relationship between movement behaviours and health measures [10], showing

less variability and susceptibility to bias compared to self-report measures [9, 11]. However,

accelerometry assessments cannot provide insight into the context of PA and, although they

capture most movement during locomotion, they do not capture some activities, most notably

cycling or swimming [12].

Self-reported PA, often assessed using questionnaires or PA diaries, provides quantitative

information, such as duration, intensity, and frequency of PA, as well as qualitative informa-

tion about the type (e.g., walking, dancing) and the domains (e.g., occupational, leisure) of

activities. Nonetheless, self-reported PA is associated with the risk of recall bias, and specifi-

cally prone to the over/under reporting of PA and sedentariness, respectively, due to social

desirability, especially in intervention studies [13].
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Typically, comparisons between self-reported and device-assessed PA yield only low-to-

moderate correlations, primarily due to these methodological approaches exploring different

constructs of PA [14, 15]. Arguably, combining these approaches in a complementary manner

may therefore provide a more comprehensive insight to PA behaviours and their quantities

beyond a laboratory-based setting [8, 9]. Indeed, accelerometers can detect clinically relevant

changes in PA but lack information regarding which behaviours are responsible for these

changes, whereas PA diaries lack precision when quantifying PA but provide context. Conse-

quently, recent guidelines have called for a combination of self-reported and device-based PA

measures [13], particularly when evaluating interventions [16].

Self-reported and device-based measures of PA have been combined in cross-sectional

studies to identify PA intensities of different PA domains (e.g. occupational, recreational,

household activities, active transport) [15] but no intervention study has utilised this approach

to comprehensively investigate PA behaviour change and maintenance. Cluster analysis can

identify subgroups of participants with distinct physical activity profiles. Identifying the under-

lying behaviours which lead to changes in physical (in)activity will provide valuable informa-

tion for future interventions. Furthermore, a comparison of patterns can identify subgroups

which use different strategies to improve their PA and may enable more tailored approaches to

promoting PA in the future.

Therefore, the aims of this sub-study were i) to identify PA clusters and clusters of change

in PA over the course of a lifestyle intervention based on self-reported daily activities and ii)

assess differences in device-based PA between clusters.

Methods

Participants and setting

The “PREVention of diabetes through lifestyle Intervention and population studies in Europe

and around the World” (PREVIEW) study was a multi-centre randomised trial conducted in

eight countries (Denmark, Finland, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Spain, Bulgaria, Australia,

New Zealand; clinicaltrials.gov NCT01777893). The PREVIEW study was approved by local

Human Ethics Committees at all study sites and was conducted according to the Declaration

of Helsinki (59th WMA General Assembly, Seoul, Korea, October 2008), and the ICH-GCP,

The International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) for Good Clinical Practice. All partici-

pants provided written informed consent prior to commencing screening procedures in clinic.

A detailed protocol and the main results have been published elsewhere [17, 18].

However, in brief, participants were recruited across the eight study sites through direct

contact with primary and occupational health care providers and through a range of media

advertisements. Interested individuals were pre-screened for eligibility using the Finnish Dia-

betes Risk Score [19], followed by a laboratory screening. In total, 2,326 participants met the

inclusion criteria of being aged 25–70 years and having both a BMI> 25 kg�m-2 and pre-dia-

betes. Prediabetes was defined in accord with American Diabetes Association criteria [20] as

either increased fasting glucose (IFG) with a venous plasma glucose concentration of 5.6–6.9

mmol�l-1 and/or an impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) with a venous plasma glucose concentra-

tion of 7.8–11.0 mmol�l-1 at two hours and fasting plasma glucose < 7.0 mmol�l-1. The three-

year randomised intervention trial consisted of an eight-week weight-loss phase during which

participants were given a total meal replacement plan. During this phase,� 8% of initial body

weight loss was required to enter the subsequent 148-week weight maintenance phase, which

comprised a 2x2 factorial design with two diet and two PA arms. Participants were randomly

allocated a moderate-protein (15%) medium glycemic index diet or a high-protein (25%) low-
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glycemic index diet and a moderate intensity or high intensity exercise [17]. Data from three

time-points during the first 12 months of PREVIEW were used in this analysis.

The PREVIEW physical activity intervention consisted of 17 group sessions over three

years that were aligned to the behaviour change objectives outlined by PREMIT (PREVIEW

Behaviour Modification Intervention Toolbox) [21]. Based on the trans-theoretical approach,

PREMIT followed four distinct stages ((1) preliminary, (2) preparation, (3) action and (4)

maintenance stages) designed generate sustained changes in physical active behaviour as

opposed to prescribing exercise. The PREMIT was delivered in groups of 8–12 participants

and the frequency of group sessions gradually declined from 10 visits in first six months (prep-

aration and action phase) to three in the six months that followed (beginning of the 2.5-y

maintenance phase).

Variables

Participants wore an accelerometer and completed a PA diary seven days prior to clinical

investigation days at baseline, 6- and 12-months. Furthermore, height was measured at the

screening visit and body mass was measured at the clinical investigation days while partici-

pants were barefoot, wearing only light clothing and in a fasted state.

Accelerometery. An ActiSleep+ (ActiGraph LLC, Pensacola, FL) accelerometer was worn

on the right hip, 24-hours a day, for seven consecutive days. Participants were instructed to

only remove the accelerometer for water-based activities. Data were processed using 60-second

epochs and non-wear was classified as 60-minutes of consecutive zeros with the allowance of

interruptions for up to two minutes. After removing nocturnal sleep episodes [22], participants

were required to have at least 10 hours of wear-time on four days, including one weekend day.

PAL were calculated based on accelerometer counts calculated as: PAL = 0.0005882

counts�min-1 + 1.45 [23]. Time (min�day-1) spent at different intensities was categorised into

SED (<100 counts�min-1), LPA (100–2,019 counts�min-1) and MVPA (�2,020 counts�min-1)

using Troiano cut-points [24].

Diary data. Participants were invited to fill out a diary for seven consecutive days during

week 0, and after 6, 12, 24, and 36 months. The diary consisted of pre-selected activities, such

as walking, cycling, winter sports, gymnastics, dancing, fishing and hunting, jogging, team

sports, water sports, housework, gardening and occupational activities. For each activity, par-

ticipants completed the duration on each day. Further, sitting time at work and at home was

recorded. A minimum of 300 minutes of daily recording were required for inclusion in the

analysis. Examples of the diary can be found in the supplemental S1 and S2 Figs.

Data treatment

For each participant and time-point, only data from days with both valid accelerometer data

and valid diary data were used. At least four overlapping days of valid diary and accelerometer

data were required for inclusion in the analyses. Both diary and accelerometer data were calcu-

lated as mean minutes per day, at each time-point. PA change variables were subsequently cal-

culated between baseline and six months as well as for baseline and 12 months for all diary

activities and accelerometer-assessed measures.

Due to the infrequency of some activities, leisure-time activities were combined into unsu-

pervised and supervised sports activities. Research has shown participants with obesity to have

a greater propensity towards supervised activities than participants without obesity, possibly

owing to regular structured sessions and extrinsic motivation and support offered by trainers

and team members. Yet, self-consciousness and stigmatization have been identified as impor-

tant barriers in people with obesity which may result in a preference for unsupervised activities
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[25]. To account for potential preferences, unsupervised sports activity (jogging, swimming,

sailing, winter sports, fishing, and hunting) and supervised sports activity (team sports, danc-

ing, and gymnastics) were calculated separately. Both walking and cycling were analysed sepa-

rately given that these were reported frequently and could not be unambiguously categorised

as leisure or transport behaviours. Sitting at work and leisure sitting time were combined in a

single sitting variable. Following manual inspection of the data, two outliers were removed due

to implausible diary entries.

Statistical analysis

All analyses were conducted using R. To identify PA clusters and clusters of change in PA

behaviours, three separate analyses using the Partitioning Around Medoids algorithm [26]

were conducted. Z-scores, which were calculated separately for each above-mentioned activity

category, were used as cluster inputs. Clusters were calculated with baseline data and change

from baseline to six- and 12-month data. Before each analysis, clustering tendency and the

optimal number of clusters was determined. Specifically, the Hopkins statistic was calculated

to determine the clustering tendency of the data. A figure above 0.5 and close to 1 indicates

clustered data [27]. The average silhouette measure was used to determine the optimal number

of clusters for the diary data [28]. Clusters were named after the activity (excluding sitting)

with the highest z-score values.

To assess differences in PAL between baseline clusters, an ANCOVA was conducted con-

trolling for age, sex, and BMI. A MANCOVA using Pillai’s trace test statistic was calculated for

the accelerometer measures (SED, LPA, and MVPA) to explore differences between clusters

while controlling for age, gender, and BMI. For the six- and 12-month change clusters, differ-

ences in the magnitude of change of accelerometer-based PA measures were similarly assessed

but with the addition of controlling for SED, LPA, and MVPA at baseline.

MANCOVAs with a significant cluster main effect were followed up using an ANCOVA

for SED, LPA, or MVPA as appropriate for which the significance level was Bonferroni-

adjusted to α = 0.0167 to account for multiple testing. η2 effect sizes were calculated for all

ANCOVAs, with η2 > 0.001, > 0.06, and> 0.14 indicating a small, moderate and large effect,

respectively [29]. Subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests were conducted to ascertain significant pair-

wise differences between clusters (α< 0.0167).

Results

Of the 2,326 participants eligible for the study, 232 participants (147 women; 55.9 ± 9.5 years)

had complete data for all three time-points (0, 6 and 12 months). Participants included in the

analyses were, on average, approximately 4 years older and had a lower BMI and higher

MVPA than the excluded participants (p<0,001) (Table 1). Further, sample-point distribu-

tions significantly differed. Specifically, 42% of included participants originated from the Fin-

land sample, whereas no participants from Bulgaria or Australia were included (see Table 1). A

detailed comparison between included and excluded participants is presented in S1 Table in

the supplementary material.

Baseline clusters

The Hopkins statistic (H = 0.88) indicated clustered baseline data and four distinct clusters

were identified. Specifically, the first cluster “Cycling cluster” was defined by a high volume of

cycling, coupled with the highest amount of occupational PA and unsupervised sports. The

second cluster “Walking and housework cluster” was characterised by high volume of walking

and housework and low sitting, while the third cluster “Inactive cluster” comprised individuals
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with low activity levels and high time spent sitting. The fourth cluster “Supervised sports clus-

ter” included individuals who largely accumulated their PA through supervised sports. PA pat-

terns of the clusters are shown in Table 2; further characteristics of the clusters are presented

in S2–S4 Tables in the supplementary material.

There was a statistically significant difference in PAL between clusters (F(3, 225) = 8.589, p

<0.001, η2 = 0.095), with the “walking and housework” cluster having higher a PAL than the

“inactive” cluster (Fig 1).

The baseline MANCOVA also revealed differences between clusters in accelerometer-

assessed SED, LPA, and MVPA (F(9, 675) = 5.236, p< 0.001). The follow-up ANOVA found

moderate differences in MVPA between clusters (F(3, 225) = 8.051, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.089).

Tukey post-hoc analysis indicated that the “walking and housework” cluster had significantly

higher MVPA than the “inactive” cluster. LPA differed between the clusters (F(3, 225) = 6.632,

Table 1. Comparison of included and excluded participants in the longitudinal PA diary sample.

Excluded participants of the PREVIEW sample (n = 1,991) Longitudinal PA diary sample (n = 232) p value

Age at baseline, years 51.8 (11.7) 55.9 (9.5) < 0.0011

Sex 0.144 2

Female 1356 (68.1%) 147 (63.4%)

Male 635 (31.9%) 85 (36.6%)

BMI at baseline 35.7 (6.7) 32.8 (4.5) < 0.0011

Country < 0.0012

Denmark 311 (15.6%) 42 (18.1%)

Finland 179 (9.0%) 97 (41.8%)

Netherlands 179 (9.0%) 24 (10.3%)

UK 256 (12.9%) 8 (3.4%)

Spain 242 (12.2%) 46 (19.8%)

Bulgaria 364 (18.3%) 0

Australia 169 (8.5%) 0

New Zealand 291 (14.6%) 15 (6.5%)

1 Linear model ANOVA
2 Pearson’s Chi-squared test. Mean and standard deviation are reported for age and BMI.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300646.t001

Table 2. Baseline clusters of time spent in self-reported physical activity behaviours in minutes per day.

Inactive cluster

(n = 106)

Cycling cluster

(n = 23)

Walking and housework

cluster (n = 61)

Supervised sports cluster

(n = 42)

Total

(n = 232)

Difference between clusters

(p-value)1

Walking 26.4 (20.4) 25.1 (19.4) 74.7 (59.9) 34.1 (29.6) 40.4 (41.7) < 0.001

Cycling 1.8(4.4) 41.60 (23.1) 0.8 (3.6) 4.7 (7.0) 6.0 (14.6) < 0.001

Unsupervised

sports

3.8 (12.9) 11.7 (32.3) 2.3 (7.4) 4.1 (12.3) 4.3 (14.9) 0.077

Supervised sports 2.0 (3.7) 4.9 (9.3) 2.6 (5.3) 22.3 (9.5) 6.1 (9.8) < 0.001

Housework 22.4 (28.6) 36.1 (48.4) 117.8 (92.6) 60.0 (55.6) 55.7 (70.3) < 0.001

Occupational PA 13.4 (45.0) 54.1 (118.5) 13.5 (37.5) 19.4 (68.2) 18.5 (60.0) 0.024

Gardening 6.8 (16.1) 6.4 (14.3) 11.5 (35.6) 6.7 (16.0) 8.0 (22.7) 0.578

Sitting 575.8 (137.2) 461.6 (173.9) 338.5 (102.3) 467.9 (134.9) 482.6 (164.1) < 0.001

All measures reported in mean (SD) min•day-1. Colours of the cells based on z-transformed values used as cluster inputs (positive–green, 0 –white, negative–red, higher

saturation indicates a higher absolute z-value). PA: physical activity.
1 p-values of linear model ANOVAs between clusters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300646.t002
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p< 0.001, η2 = 0.076), with the “inactive” cluster having significantly less LPA than the “walk-

ing and housework” cluster and the “cycling” cluster. Finally, there were significant differences

in SED between clusters (F(3, 225) = 9.802, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.108), with significantly higher

SED for the “inactive” cluster compared to the “walking and housework” cluster (see also sup-

plemental material, S5 Table).

Fig 1. Differences in accelerometer-measured physical activity and sedentary time between the baseline clusters. Data shown as mean ± confidence

intervals. Brackets with an asterisk (*) indicate significant differences between clusters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300646.g001
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Change clusters baseline to six months

The Hopkins statistic (H = 0.84) indicated clustered change data and four different activity

change clusters were found. The “increased walking” cluster not only increased walking but

also occupational PA and gardening while reducing sitting time (see Table 3). In the “increased

supervised sports” cluster, total PA decreased but supervised sports increased. The “increased

cycling” cluster was characterised by increased cycling, whereas the “increased housework”

cluster reflected an increase in housework in exchange for reduced walking and occupational

PA; further characteristics of the clusters are presented in S6–S8 Tables in the supplementary

material.

There was a statistically significant difference in PAL between the six-month change clus-

ters (F(3, 224) = 6.602, p<0.001, η2 = 0.070), with the “increased walking” cluster having

higher improvements in PAL than the “increased supervised sports” cluster (Fig 2). The six-

month change MANCOVA also revealed differences in accelerometer-assessed SED, LPA, and

MVPA (F(9, 666) = 4.274, p< 0.001). The MVPA change over six months differed between

clusters (F(3, 222) = 4.616, p = 0.004, η2 = 0.045), with significant differences between the

“increased walking” and “increased housework” clusters. Differences were found for LPA (F(3,

222) = 7.904, p< 0.001, η2 = 0.080), with the “increased walking” and “increased cycling” clus-

ters showing a significantly greater increase in LPA than the “increased supervised sports”

cluster. Differences were also found for SED (F(3, 222) = 3.606, p = 0.014, η2 = 0.036), with the

“increased walking” cluster having a higher decline in SED than the “increased supervised

sports” cluster (see also supplemental material, S9 Table).

Change cluster baseline to 12 months

The Hopkins statistic (H = 0.86) indicated clustered change data and identified three different

activity-change clusters. In the “increased walking and cycling” cluster sitting time was sub-

stantially reduced while in the “no change” cluster there was no change in the duration of

physical activity while sitting time increased by 43 minutes (Table 4). The “increased super-

vised sports” cluster reduced their walking and unsupervised sports in favour of supervised

sports; further characteristics of the clusters are presented in S10–S12 Tables in the supple-

mentary material.

Table 3. Clusters of how time spent in self-reported physical activity behaviours (minutes per day) changed from baseline to six months.

Increased walking

cluster (n = 73)

Increased supervised sports

cluster (n = 87)

Increased cycling

cluster (n = 29)

Increased housework

cluster (n = 43)

Total

(n = 232)

Difference between

clusters (p-value)1

Walking 23.3 (37.8) -8.0 (33.7) 11.6 (46.3) -28.7 (54.2) 0.5 (45.0) < 0.001

Cycling 1.6 (6.7) -2.1(10.7) 36.9(19.2) -1.5 (22.5) 4.1 (18.7) < 0.001

Unsupervised

sports

3.8 (13.1) -2.1 (23.2) 0.3 (5.0) 2.2 (10.7) 0.8 (16.9) 0.157

Supervised

sports

-1.9 (12.0) 11.5 (25.6) 2.4 (8.8) -4.2 (10.9) 3.2 (19.1) < 0.001

Housework -2.6 (52.5) -22.2 (40.5) -21.3 (76.2) 80.6 (85.6) 3.1 (70.4) < 0.001

Occupational PA 18.5 (67.1) -1.4 (27.9) 14.5 (55.1) -14.5 (71.9) 4.4 (56.2) 0.009

Gardening 10.3 (30.8) -5.2 (23.4) 8.7 (35.5) 2.8 (54.2) 2.9 (35.1) 0.033

Sitting -186.2 (125.3) 30.3 (100.2) -80.2 (97.7) -54.9 (134.5) -67.4

(145.5)

< 0.001

All measures reported in mean (SD) min•day-1. Colours of the cells based on z-transformed values used as cluster inputs (positive–green, 0 –white, negative–red, higher

saturation indicates a higher absolute z-value). PA: physical activity.
1 p-values of linear model ANOVAs between clusters

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300646.t003
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The change clusters for 12 months did not differ in PAL (F(2, 225) = 2.655, p = 0.073, η2 =

0.021), nor between SED, LPA and MVPA (F(6, 444) = 1.131, p = 0.343; Fig 3). However, the

“increased walking and cycling” cluster recorded a significant increase in PAL (t(85) = 5.02,

Fig 2. Differences in accelerometer-measured physical activity and sedentary time changes between the 6 months change clusters. Data shown as

mean ± confidence intervals. Brackets with an asterisk (*) indicate significant differences in changes between clusters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300646.g002
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p< 0.001) and MVPA (t(85) = 5.17, p< 0.001) and decreased in SED (t(85) = -2.68, p = 0.009)

from baseline to 12 months whereas the other clusters did not report any significant changes

(supplemental material, S13 and S14 Tables).

Discussion

This study used cluster analysis to identify different domain clusters and clusters of change dur-

ing the first 12-months of a three-year lifestyle intervention and compared these clusters with

device-based measures of PA and SED and estimates of PAL. At baseline, four clusters emerged,

characterised by high amounts of cycling and unsupervised sports, walking and housework, low

activity and high sitting time, and supervised sports. The “walking and housework” cluster was

associated with the highest device-assessed PAL and MVPA, whereas the “cycling” and “inac-

tive” clusters accumulated the most device-assessed LPA and SED, respectively. At six months,

four change clusters emerged. The “increased walking” cluster achieved significant improve-

ments in SED, LPA, MVPA and PAL and the “increased cycling” cluster reported the highest

increase in LPA. At twelve months, three different clusters, including a larger “no change” clus-

ter, were found with no differences in any variables of movement behaviour.

At baseline, the highest accelerometer-assessed PA, PAL, and lowest SED were found in the

“walking and housework” cluster. This finding concurs with previous studies that combined

self-reported and device-assessed PA. Specifically, Colley et al. [15] and Scheers et al. [30]

found that leisure and transport activities correlate with device-assessed measures of MVPA,

whereas occupational and household activities were associated with LPA. However, in the

present study, the diary and accelerometer data did not align among other clusters. For exam-

ple, while cycling is often classified as MVPA [31], the cycling group predominantly recorded

LPA, though it is pertinent to note that hip-mounted accelerometers are known to underesti-

mate PA intensity during cycling [32]. Therefore, it is likely that PA intensity was underesti-

mated in this cluster.

No differences were found in the accelerometer-derived variables for the “supervised

sports” cluster in comparison to the “inactive” cluster. These findings could be attributed to

the relatively short duration of sport activities (20 minutes difference between clusters), an

underestimation of intensity in activities such as yoga or weight training, or indeed low associ-

ated intensity.

Table 4. Clusters of how time spent in self-reported physical activity behaviours (minutes per day) changed from baseline to 12 months.

No change cluster

(n = 117)

Increased walking & cycling

cluster (n = 86)

Increased supervised sports

cluster (n = 29)

Total

(n = 232)

Difference between clusters

(p-value)1

Walking -1.1 (37.3) 20.3 (44.1) -31.3 (63.7) 3.1 (46.6) < 0.001

Cycling -0.5 (14.7) 6.4 (12.5) -0.4 (18.6) 2.1 (14.8) 0.003

Unsupervised

sports

2.0 (8.4) 1.4 (9.1) -7.6 (21.6) 0.6 (11.5) < 0.001

Supervised sports 1.0 (11.1) 0.9 (9.2) 47.5 (38.9) 6.8 (22.7) < 0.001

Housework -0.8 (80.1) 18.7 (56.3) 21.3 (96.8) 9.2 (75.0) 0.121

Occupational PA 0.0 (56.2) 0.2 (37.5) 2.0 (32.9) 0.3 (47.3) 0.979

Gardening -3.2 (27.4) 1.8 (19.6) -2.1 (22.1) -1.2 (24.1) 0.340

Sitting 43.2 (83.5) -148.0 (101.4) 2.0 (111.9) -32.8 (129.7) < 0.001

All measures reported in mean (SD) min•day-1. Colours of the cells based on z-transformed values used as cluster inputs (positive–green, 0 –white, negative–red, higher

saturation indicates a higher absolute z-value). Activities with highest z-scores of each cluster are bold. PA: physical activity.
1 p-values of linear model ANOVAs between clusters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300646.t004
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In accordance with previous studies [33], self-reported sitting time was much lower than

the device-assessed SED, especially for the most active clusters. Indeed, given that research has

shown that more active participants underestimate their sitting time [34], it could be postu-

lated that more active individuals have a greater interest in reporting their PA, which is more

distinct and easier to recall than periods of sitting. Furthermore, it is pertinent to note that

hip-mounted accelerometers assess SED, thereby reflecting a lack of movement, rather than

sedentary behaviour, given that it cannot discriminate between postures. Therefore, estimates

of SED may encompass lying and sitting but also standing still. Moreover, only leisure and

occupational sitting time were recorded in the diary, thereby not considering other contextual

factors, such as sitting time accumulated during transportation [35]. The disparity between the

self-report and device-assessed SED supports suggestions that these methods should not be

Fig 3. Differences in accelerometer-measured physical activity and sedentary time changes between the 12 months

change clusters. Data shown as mean ± confidence intervals. There were no significant differences in change between clusters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0300646.g003
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used interchangeably or for purposes of validation [33]. Rather, they can be used to comple-

ment one another.

The context in which SED occurs appears to be important. For example, prolonged sitting

appears to be more detrimental for metabolic health than the same total amount of sitting

accumulated over a long time period with intermittent breaks [36]. Finally, not all types of sit-

ting are associated with risk; while TV viewing is consistently associated with poor health out-

comes, occupational sitting is not [37, 38]. Therefore, reporting weekly or average daily

volumes alone may not be sufficient.

At six months, four different clusters emerged indicating divergent impact of the interven-

tion programme and approaches to being physically active. Overall, there was no shift towards

unsupervised sports, only a small increase in supervised sports. However, two of the four clus-

ters are characterised by a substantial increase in walking and cycling, respectively. In addition,

the “increased walking” and “increased cycling” clusters also increased other active leisure and

non-leisure behaviours. Subsequently, both were successful in increasing their device-assessed

PA, indicating that both walking and cycling were effective for increasing PA and did not nec-

essarily replace other active behaviours.

In contrast, the increase in supervised sports was accompanied by an increase in sitting

time and a decline in other active leisure and non-leisure behaviours. Consequently, the small-

est decline in device-assessed SED and increases in LPA were recorded in the “increased super-

vised sports” cluster. This finding may reflect reciprocal compensation between structured

exercise and habitual PA. Indeed, some studies have shown that structured exercise, particu-

larly of vigorous-intensity or high volume, prompts a decline in habitual PA due to fatigue and

discomfort [39]. This effect is not observed in longer studies (i.e. > six months) [39], suggest-

ing adaptations and increased fitness through prolonged engagement in exercise. Although

only a small increase in MVPA was reported in the present study (6 minutes daily), a propor-

tional increase in vigorous intensity PA may have led to a decline in other forms of PA.

Due to their social nature, supervised, e.g., club or team-based sports have been associated

with greater improvements in psychosocial health, in addition to improvements attributable to

participation in PA, when compared to individual activities [40]. Furthermore, through social

connectedness, group-based activities have also been proposed to improve adherence to exer-

cise programmes [41]. Social support is an important component of PA promotion. Indeed,

creating social environments that enable change or social networks that reinforce PA behav-

iour, can effectively increase PA [42]. In the present study, participants did not receive struc-

tured exercise prescription, such as exercise classes, but were encouraged to seek support from

family and friends. Therefore, social support may have been received through verbal encour-

agement or indeed by exercising with others. Nonetheless, in the present study the “increased

supervised sports” cluster showed the least favourable change in device-based measures of

LPA and SED which may have occurred by offsetting increases in supervised sports with

decreases in other activities.

The “increased housework” cluster reported a decline in leisure and occupational PA.

Despite having less leisure time to be active, this group accumulated a high level of device-

assessed PA. However, this group reported a decline in MVPA and PAL which could be attrib-

uted to high MVPA at baseline. Congruent with the study of Smith et al. [43], this finding

highlights the contribution housework makes to PA, particularly in adults with sedentary jobs

or those who are retired. Additionally, non-leisure time activities, such as gardening and occu-

pational PA, may have contributed to higher PA levels. For example, people who stand, walk,

lift or carry during occupational and domestic activities have been shown to have higher levels

of device-assessed LPA and MVPA and lower SED than those who are predominantly seated

during occupational and domestic activities [44].
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From baseline to twelve months, three change clusters emerged, with the largest cluster,

(50.4% of the participants) showing no change in mode of activities, and therefore no increase

in PA behaviours. In PREVIEW, the frequency of group sessions gradually declined from 10

visits in first six months (preparation and action phase) to three in the six months that fol-

lowed (beginning of the 2.5-y maintenance phase). Frequency of contact is associated with

increased effectiveness of PA interventions [45]. Therefore, the decline in contact may explain

the large proportion of participants failing to maintain changes in their PA. However, the

“increased walking and cycling” cluster did replace sitting time with walking, cycling and

housework. These self-report changes corresponded with significant improvements in device-

assessed MVPA, SED and PAL and suggest increasing walking, cycling and non-leisure PA are

viable steps to improve total PA in pre-diabetic adults.

Sports clubs have been described as an ideal setting to promote PA. Subsequently, many pro-

grammes exist that promote PA through sport [46]. However, sport is not for everyone, a lack

of confidence, and competence in core skills, negative social comparisons, and negative emo-

tions such as shame are barriers to participation in group sports, specifically in those who were

previously inactive [47, 48]. In the present study, the “increased supervised sports” cluster did

not increase their device-assessed PA but were the most active cluster at baseline and 12

months, suggesting that supervised sports were preferred by those with pre-existing activity. In

contrast, the “increased walking and cycling” cluster were the least active at baseline and the

only cluster to report significant improvements in device-based measures at 12 months. In com-

bination, this may suggest that walking and cycling are more accessible ways to increase PA for

those who are inactive while supervised sports offer an approach to maintain PA once active.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to combine diary and accelerometery measures to pro-

vide contextual information surrounding PA over the first 12 months of a lifestyle intervention

[21]. This approach enhances the respective strengths of self-reported and device-assessed PA to

gain a greater understanding on PA behaviours over time, the context of which is imperative for

future intervention strategies and design. Our study is not without limitations. It is important to

acknowledge that the weight loss requirement for participation in the PREVIEW intervention

might have led to a more selective sample which might initially be more receptive to lifestyle

changes. Furthermore, the analysis was conducted on a selective sample within the PREVIEW

intervention who had complete PA diaries. Self-monitoring is an important component of behav-

iour change interventions and is associated with more successful outcomes in weight loss inter-

ventions [49, 50]. Therefore, this sample was likely more motivated and more active than the

wider PREVIEW sample (supplementary material; S1 Table). Due to the small, selective sample,

some of the clusters contained less than 30 participants, which may limit the reliability and gener-

alisability of those results. Further, stratified analysis, such as by sex or country, were therefore not

feasible, thereby precluding additional context and should be considered in future research.

Nevertheless, our analysis emphasises the greater insight gained from blended methodolog-

ical approaches and provides insight into PA behaviour change during a lifestyle intervention.

Future studies should consider the use of both self-reported and device-based PA measures

to provide greater insight into physical activity behaviour and its change. Moreover, smaller

recall windows coupled with the use of advancements in ambulatory assessment technology

and ecological momentary assessment tools [51, 52], may enhance the recording, and indeed

accuracy, of behaviours that change of the course of an intervention.

Conclusion

This study demonstrated that combining accelerometery and diary data can provide a compre-

hensive overview of PA behaviour change during a lifestyle intervention. The identification of
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PA behaviour clusters may facilitate new, tailored and more sustainable ways to promote PA

in different populations. In this intervention, easily accessible activities, such as walking and

cycling, were associated with higher PA of all intensities. In contrast, increasing supervised

sports was related to a reduction in other activities and was the least effective approach at six

months. However, in this selective sample, over half of the participants showed little to no

change in their behaviour, highlighting the need for more tailored interventions, especially in

the maintenance phase. Further, longitudinal and intervention studies should combine device-

based and self-reported PA measures to enhance contextual information and evaluation.
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